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Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Demolitionist is a raging storm that destroys the mass of the ED with every stick of dynamite, grenade or rocket. Armed with various explosive devices, Demolitionists possess a huge amount of destructive potential and can quickly turn around the entire battle with
several well-placed shots. Demolitionists can put your squad with extra grenades while in the field and add explosive traps to any welded door, allowing them to unleash an explosive hell even when they are elsewhere. General information, armed with various explosive devices, Demolitionists possess a huge amount of destructive potential and can quickly turn around the entire
battle with several well-placed shots. Demolitionists can put your squad with extra grenades while in the field and add explosive traps to any welded door, allowing them to unleash an explosive hell even when they are elsewhere. Demolitionist skill choices let them focus either on demolishing big lone targets like Scrakes and Fleshpounds by planting precise devastating blows or
unleashing a hail of explosives with improved AOE coverage and massive crowd control intensity. Оружие Список 300 4 HX25 Grenade Pistol 650 3 C4 Взрывчатые вещества 650 6 M79 Гранатомет 1200 6 Pulverizer 1200 6 M16 M203 Штурмовая винтовка 1100 8 Печать Squeal 1100 6 HRG Kaboomstick 11500 9 RPG-7 1500 9 Искатель Шесть 1500 7 Blunderbuss 2000 9
M32 Гранатомет 1500 8 Хаски Кэннон WeaponWeight_12 (WeaponPricing_12 WeaponLink_12) (WeaponName_12) (WeaponPricing_13) (WeaponWeight_13) (WeaponLink_13) (WeaponName_13) (WeaponPricing_14) (WeaponWeight_14) (WeaponLink_14) (WeaponName_14) (WeaponPricing_15) (WeaponWeight_15) (WeaponLink_15) (WeaponName_15)
(WeaponPricing_16) (WeaponWeight_16) (WeaponLink_16) (WeaponName_16) (WeaponPricing_17) (WeaponWeight_17) (WeaponLink_17) (WeaponName_17) --- --- Утилита --- 40 1/2 Палка Динамита WeaponWeight_20 (WeaponPricing_20 WeaponLink_20) (WeaponName_20) (WeaponPricing_21) (WeaponWeight_21) (WeaponLink_21) (WeaponName_21)
(WeaponPricing_22) (WeaponWeight_22) (WeaponLink_22) (WeaponName_22) (WeaponPricing_23) (WeaponWeight_23) (WeaponLink_23) (WeaponName_23) (WeaponPricing_24) (WeaponWeight_24) (WeaponLink_24) (WeaponName_24) (WeaponPricing_25) (WeaponWeight_25) (WeaponLink_25) (WeaponName_25) Бонус Опыт Demolitionists получить бонус XP за
убийство Fleshpounds with on-the-up arms. Perk Bonuses This table is a passive bonus the stat Demolitionist receives. Perk Weapon Damage Max. 25% (Perk weapon damage increased by 1% over level.) Explosive resistance maximum. 60% (Increase in explosive resistance by 2% to plus 10% ) Extra explosive munitions max. No. 5 ( Increase in the number of explosive
ammunition per weapon by 1 to 5 levels.) Supplier of grenades (Provide grenades to teammates.) Door traps (installation of explosive traps.) Reactive Armor ( After being on a wave to avoid death by emitting an explosion around you.) Skills Perk This table represents the active abilities to which The Demolitionist has access. You have the opportunity to choose one on the level.
The Bombardier 5 Shock Trooper increases explosive damage by 25%. Increase the speed of reloading the perk weapon and increase its knockdown by 10%. Explosives with High Impact Rounds 10 Additional rounds Increase direct hit damage by explosive weapons by 25%. Increase the maximum size of ammunition for explosive weapons by 5. This does not apply to C4.
Advanced Sonic Resistant Rounds 15 Fragmentation Rounds Your Explosives are immune to the siren scream and will always explode. Increase perk explosion by 50%. Armor Piercing Rounds 20 Concussion Rounds increase the damage from direct hits to critical areas with a 50% weapon. Increase the reaction, stun, stumble and knockdown power of the prepared weapon by
50%. Advanced Explosives zED TIME - Destroyer of the Worlds 25 zED TIME - Mad Bomber during the time of the ED, your plate of explosives from massive radiation damage, led poisoning, and explosive cartridges will explode on any range. During ED time, you shoot and recharge in near real time, perk weapon impact area increases 25%, and explosive cartridges will explode
on any range. Actual Statistics of Armor Piercing Rounds (additional damage, In the crit zone) 50% Bombardier (additional damage) 25% Contuse rounds (gun/melee hit power multiplier) x1.5 Contusive rounds (knockdown power multiplier) x1.5 Contusive rounds (stumble power multiplier) x1.5 Concusive Rounds (electroshock power multiplier) x1.5 World Destroyer (DOT damage
type) Toxic World Destroyer (DOT Duration Of Radiation Cloud) 5s Worlds Destroyer (DOT Radiation Cloud Interval) 0.3s Worlds Destroyer (DOT Scale Radiation Cloud) x1 Destroyer of the Worlds (instant explosion always has a radius) 3m World Destroyer (instant explosion damage multiplier) x1.5 World Destroyer (instant type of explosion damage) Explosive World Destroyer
(poisonous cloud force) 1000 World Destroyer (the projectile explodes at any range) da Destroyer of The Worlds (interval of radiation cloud damage) 1s Worlds Destroyer (radiation cloud damage) 20 Worlds Destroyer (duration of radiation cloud) 8s Worlds Destroyer (radiation cloud drop exhibitor) 0 (no) World Destroyer (cloud radiation radius) 3m Additional rounds (additional
rounds ( additional cartridges , in on-perk weapons) No 5 rounds (explosion radius multiplier) x1.5 High impact rounds (additional damage, ballistic_shell part) 25% Mad Bomber (explosion radius multiplier) x1.25 Mad Bomber (the projectile explodes on any range) da Mad Bomber (slow-mo resistance, when firing) 90% Strike Troopers (fast reboot) and Strike Troopers Power
Multiplier) x1.1 Sonic Sustainable Rounds (shells are immune to sonic) da Perk Notes Damage Modification (passive skills): Passive bonus damage, door traps, Bombardier, high shock rounds and armor piercing rounds skills affect damage to all on-the-go weapons (including knife) or on-the-wall damage types (note that M16 M203 Assault) Damage TO THE ROUND. Skills
(Armored Rounds): Any hit zone with a damage scale multiplier larger than one is considered critical. Because of its nature, explosives harm only the health of the body and do not trace the affected areas, so this skill will cause additional damage only as a result of the impact of the ballistic shell. Skills also increase the damage of the Blunderbuss shrapnel and the blunt damage of
the Pulverizer when hitting critical areas. Skills (Concusive rounds): Skills increases knockdown/stun/stumble/gun hit/melee hit power for all on-beat injury types. The knockdown power multiplier of this skill stacked with Strike Troopers as a sum, the total multiplier is No. 1 and 0.5 0.1 and 1.6. Skills (Destroyer of the Worlds): The initial explosion causes x1.5 more damage than the
base value (and also should have a wider radius of x1.35, although this part does not work due to the replacement of the class actor responsible for the explosion). At the time of the radiation cloud, its damage is reduced to 20 points of toxic damage (depending on the damage bonuses of the revusion). The initial explosion and radiation cloud have a radius of 3 meters, the cloud
causes damage for a total of 8 seconds in 1 second intervals. In addition, EDS begin to suffer from toxic DOT: duration - 5 seconds, interval - 0.3 seconds, the scale of damage to the radiation cloud - x1. The minimum interval between two nuclear charges is 0.25 (for multi-layered weapons). Skills (Destroyer of the Worlds, Mad Bomber): Players do not take self-damage when
using any of the skills. The Mad Bomber Blast Radius Modifier is an addition to the fragmentation rounds: 1.5 and 0.25 and 1.75. Skills (additional cartridges): C4 explosives and dynamite grenades do not receive additional ammunition. Skills (Fragmentation of rounds): The blast radius of this skill stack with Mad Bomber totals, total 1.5 and 0.25 and 1.75. Skills (high strike rounds):
Only the ballistic part of the projectile does additional damage. HX25 Grenade Pistol does not depend on this skill, HRG Kaboomstick pellets suffer (impact only). The Shrapnel mode of Blunderbuss is not affected. Mastery also affects the blunt damage of Pulverizer. Skills (Shock Trooper): Skill activates elite animation reboots for weapons, their duration can be found on the
relevant pages. However, this has a different effect on the M32 Grenade Launcher - this weapon does not have an elite reboot, the skill instead multiplies its time values x0.8. Weapons per second After weapons and types of damage are associated with The Demolitionist. They get damage bonuses and buffs to their attributes of appropriate skills: Types of weapon damage (Bullet
damage does not depend on skills) Ballistic_BlunderbussImpact, Ballistic_BlunderbussShards (baby piercings), Explosive_Blunderbuss Blunt_Pulverizer (both hand-to-hand combat and explosion LI receive bonuses) Ballistic_HRG_Kaboomstick, Explosive_HRG_Kaboomstick, Proj_Explosive_HRG_Kaboomstick DynamiteGrenade Ballistic_HX25SubmunitionImpact,
ExplosiveSubmunition_HX25 GrenadeLauncher_HX25 Ballistic_M16M203, Ballistic_M203Impact, Explosive_M16M203 GrenadeLauncher_M32 Ballistic_M32Impact, Explosive_M32 GrenadeLauncher_M79 Ballistic_M79Impact, Explosive_M79 HuskCannon Ballistic_MedicRifleGrenadeLauncherImpact (child Ballistic_Shell) Knife_Demolitionist Ballistic_RPG7Impact ,
Explosive_RPG7, Explosive_RPG7BackBlast Pistol_Blunderbuss Ballistic_SealSquealImpact, Explosive_SealSqueal RocketLauncher_RPG7 Ballistic_Seeker6Impact, Explosive_Seeker6 RocketLauncher_SealSqueal Bludgeon_Pulverizer, Bludgeon_PulverizerBash, Bludgeon_PulverizerHeavy, Explosive_Pulverizer RocketLauncher_Seeker6 Explosive_C4
Shotgun_HRG_Kaboomstick Explosive_DoorTrap Thrown_C4 Explosive_DynamiteGrenade Explosive_HuskCannon, HuskCannonDot (child fire), Explosive_HuskCannonImpact (child Ballistic_Shell) Explosive_Sacrifice Toxic_DemoNuke Despite Ballistic_M16M203 being on a second type of damage , Demolitionist does not get damage bonuses to him. The commando, on the
other hand, receives all the bonuses. The strategy is to keep an eye on small EDas like Crawlers and Stalkers - as a big HUNTER ASDA you are highly vulnerable to sudden attacks at close range. Getting an M16 for self-defense is a wise choice. Do not forget that Skreik resists explosive damage, but is extremely vulnerable to ballistic impact of the RPG-7 missile, it is not
necessary to be empty to make it work - the projectile deals damage at any range, regardless of whether it explodes or not. Increase the power of stun dynamite by picking up the concussion rounds. This will allow you to stun Scrakes and unraged Fleshpounds for safer kills. Work together - combine the passive ability to set door traps with the ability of support to repair destroyed
doors. For better effect, be sure to keep the door alive until it will have enough DD behind it. Using Pulverizer may not be a good idea at all - you're nowhere near as hard as Berserker. For the sake of safely fending off big ED attacks instead try Hemoclobber - it's lighter, it heals, and it also gets a larger blast radius when used along fragmentation rounds and Mad Bomber skills.
Fragmentation rounds skill greatly improves the deadly radius of the projectile if you use it against small eds like clots, crawlers and stalkers. On the other hand, these sirens can be a real problem without Sonic Resistant rounds. Keep in mind the distance when using Fragmentation rounds with the seal Of Squeal - the ED hit it projectiles can still survive the impact and will work
towards you soon after. To avoid a huge blast radius, use the alt-fire as soon as possible. If you are currently in time according to THE AND TIME, ED occurs if you have any of the level 25 skills - shoot under your feet with an explosive weapon: not only kill or poison all nearby EDs, but also does not hurt you at all. The damage done by the nuked projectile runs through walls and
doors, use this ability to safely eliminate the ED located behind the welded door. The alternative shooting mode of Blunderbuss allows you to shoot piercing shrapnel, similar to shotguns. In close proximity to multiple eds on you would be wise to use it in front of a cannonball. HRG Kaboomstick allows you to gain extra height while jumping and firing both barrels underfoot at the
same time, just like the bi-barrel boomstick. Use this as an opportunity to get away when you are trapped in a corner. Trivia According to the character's favorite gun lines, Anton Strasser, Ana Lariv and Lieutenant Bill Masterson and Heaito Tanaka are the Demolitionist team. Although Ana Lariv is the only character who has 4 explosive weapons among her favorites. Oddly
enough, The Demolitionist doesn't get any damage bonuses to the M16 bullets at all. To reference HX25's impact pellets (which are considered a ballistic shotgun) actually depends on passive bonus and Bombardier, high impact rounds and armor piercing skill rounds. Skills. killing floor 2 demolitionist build 2019. best demolitionist build killing floor 2. killing floor 2 demolitionist build
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